March 4-6, 2013

Mrs. Smith’s Classroom Newsletter

NOTES
Math: We are continuing on with Subtraction

Theme: Sound Unit (High, Low, Soft, Loud) (sound waves, vibration)

Panther PAW Update: 195!!!

WHAT WE ARE LEARNING
Reading: We will be starting Unit 5, in this unit we will be exploring various modes of transportation. This week we will be reading “Max Takes the Train” by Rosemary Wells. This is a cute animal fantasy about Max and Ruby. Max and Uncle Bunny are trying to get to Zeke’s Palace of Ice Cream. We will be working on the consonants Jj and Ww.

Comprehension Skill: Realism and fantasy

Amazing Words: plane, jetway, subway, tunnel, ferryboat, sidecar

High Frequency Words: blue, yellow, green

UPCOMING EVENTS
3/4/13 - 3rd Grade Musical

3/5/13 - Staff Basketball game against Briarwood
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